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l.unhealthy vegetarian diets fall short of eating plan targets a new study from the unc school of public health suggests that vegetarians frequently fall short of their weight loss goals by failing to meet the minimum daily nutrient requirements for meeting energy needs. the research is published in the journal of nutrition. "eating a well-balanced,
nutritionally adequate vegetarian diet is possible for everyone," said study researcher dr. peter weiss, assistant professor of nutrition and epidemiology at the unc school of public health. "this study highlights several clear and simple ways to get a balanced plant-based diet without compromising your ability to reach your weight loss goals." weiss
said that in every study of vegetarian diets to date, intakes of vegetables and whole fruits have been suboptimal, and that the most recent studies have shown these deficiencies to be quite serious. it was previously thought that a "perfect" vegetarian diet would consist of predominantly whole grains, legumes, fruits, vegetables and a few nuts
and seeds. in the new study, researchers analyzed intakes of 13 foods and nutrients commonly recommended for a balanced vegan diet by vegetarian and vegan experts. each participant in the study calculated their individual nutrient requirements using a tool designed by the national institutes of health. participants were asked to choose two,
non-vegetarian, "perfect" diets that met their nutrient requirements, and then were given the opportunity to change their diets to achieve their goals. "it was a surprise to see the results," weiss said. "the vegan diets were almost always nutritionally deficient in calories, carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals, especially with respect to vitamin
b-12, zinc and iron. so while a well-planned vegan diet is indeed a good healthful diet, an average vegan diet is typically not nutritionally adequate for anyone." weiss said that the scores of the real diets were less than the perfect diets. the food combinations chosen by participants showed an adequate balance of protein, carbohydrates, fiber and
minerals. however, they tended to be low in whole fruits, vegetables, calcium, fiber, iron and thiamin, which are all associated with lower risks of cancer, diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. "in light of this, it was surprising how many vegans were able to eat a well-balanced vegan diet," weiss said. weiss said there are several practical steps
that can be taken to achieve balanced and healthful diets. "when going vegetarian or vegan, it is important to make sure that your diet is well-planned," he said. "in planning, it is a good idea to first figure out what your nutrient needs are, and then explore the range of foods that will provide you with a variety of high-quality, nutrient-dense foods.
the necessary daily nutrients should be obtained from whole fruits and vegetables, legumes and a few higher-fat plant foods, such as nuts and seeds.
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